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• The student will understand how 
Java operations work with the 
various data types

• The student will have a more in-
depth understanding of the char 
data type

Objectives



• The student will also understand 
how to mix variable types and how 
the JAVA order of operations works.

• The JAVA order of operations, 
PMMDAS is introduced and 
explored

Objectives



• A few of the standard binary operators 
in JAVA are:

• = assignment
• == “is equal to”
• != “is not equal to”
• + addition, String concatenation
• - subtraction
• * multiplication
• / division
• % modulus

BINARY OPERATORS



• They are called “binary” operators 
because they perform their function 
on two items, one on each side.

• There are some operators that are 
called “unary” because they only 
operate on one item, like the 
negative sign, ‘-’, or the NOT 
symbol, ‘!’

Binary vs Unary



• Notice that the ‘+’ operator 
performs two different functions:

• Numerical addition

• String concatenation

• This is common in programming, 
called “overloading” the operator, 
which is a good thing.

• It means the ‘+’ operator can handle 
several situations.

Overloaded operators



• The ‘=‘ operator is used to give 
values to variables and constants.

• The ‘==‘ operator is used to check 
for equality.

• It is important to keep clear the 
difference between the two.

• The ‘!=‘ checks to see if two values 
are NOT equal to each other.

‘=‘ , ‘==‘, and ‘!=‘



• The most common mistake among 
novice programmers is to use the ‘=‘ 
to check for equality…fortunately 
the compiler will usually catch this 
for you and not allow it.

‘=‘ vs ‘==‘



Sample program with operators

In the program shown below, you see several examples of operator use.

Study the whole program carefully and compare it to the output .



Sample program with operators
Lines 5-10 use the ‘=‘ operator to assign values to the variables num1 through num6.
• num1 and num2 are each assigned an integer.
• num3 is assigned the sum of two integers using the ‘+’ operator.

• The values 7 and 9 are first added together in a temporary memory location, 
and then the resulting value is placed into the num3 memory location.

num1

3

num2

5

num3

16

num4

24

num5

8

num6

-12



Sample program with operators
• The variable num4 is assigned the product (using the ‘*’ operator) of a previously 

assigned variable, num1, and a literal integer value 8.
• num5 “gets” (is assigned the value of) the difference (using the subtraction 

operator) of two variables, num4 and num3.
• num6 gets the difference between a literal value 12 and the variable num4.

num1

3

num2

5

num3

16

num4

24

num5

8

num6

-12



Assignment – right to left operation
• It is very important to understand that an assignment statement is a right to 

left operation.
• This simply means that the right side of an assignment statement is always taken 

care of first by the compiler.



Assignment – right to left operation
• If an operation on the right side of the assignment operator is a multi-term 

expression and needs to be calculated first, it is handled in a temporary location, 
and then the resulting value is placed into the memory location of the variable.

• In line 7 below, the values 7 and 9 are first added together, then assigned to 
num3.

num3

16

temp

7+9



Assignment – NEVER left to right
• Finally, it is equally important to realize that an assignment operation is NEVER a 

left to right action: 7 + 9 = num3 is NOT allowed, as you can see in line 7 of 
the program below!!!!  The compiler will throw another “fit” and report an error 
statement!  

• The left side of an assignment statement must ALWAYS be a variable or 
constant.



Two different output statements
• Examine closely the first two output statements.
• They both do the same thing:  output three variables with spaces separating 

each, but they work differently.
• One is a println statement, and the other a printf.  You should be familiar with 

how the printf statement works from Lesson 1.

num1

3

num2

5

num3

16

num4

24

num5

8

num6

-12



String concatenation
• Notice that the println statement uses “+” operators, but the values are not 

numerically added.
• Instead a process called “concatenation” occurs, the joining or connecting of two 

strings together into a longer string.
• Here’s how it works…

num1

3

num2

5

num3

16

num4

24

num5

8

num6

-12



‘+’ operator process
• When  the ‘+’ operator is about to do its job, it first must determine what two 

things are involved.
• In line 7, it sees two integers, therefore it numerically adds the two values.
• However, in the println statement, the first ‘+’ operator “sees” an integer variable 

on one side, and a string on the other.  

num1

3

num2

5

num3

16

num4

24

num5

8

num6

-12



‘+’ operator process
• When either or both items in a ‘+’ operation are a String, concatenation is 

performed automatically, creating a new String, in this case, “3 “.
• The next operator sees the String “3 “ (the result from the first operation) and 

the variable num2, and creates another String, “3 5“.

num1

3

num2

5

num3

16

num4

24

num5

8

num6

-12



‘+’ operator process
• “3 5 “ and “3 5 16“ complete the four part concatenation process, 

resulting in one long String, which is then output by the println method.
• In summary, the println statement waits until the concatenation operations are 

completed, and then outputs the final result.
• It DOES NOT output each term one at a time.

num1

3

num2

5

num3

16

num4

24

num5

8

num6

-12



‘==‘ and ‘!=‘ operators

num1

3

num2

5

num3

16

num4

24

num5

8

num6

-12

• The ‘==‘ operator compares the values on either side of it, and reports true if they 
match, false if they don’t.

• The ‘!=‘ does the opposite…reports true if they don’t match, false if they do.
• Pretty simple, huh?
• Word of warning (for now)…only use these operators on primitives, never 

objects.  More on this later.



“char” primitive data type

• Now let’s examine the “char” data type 
in more detail.

• As discussed earlier, it belongs to the 
integer data type family, requires 16 
bits to store, and represents characters 
from the ASCII and Unicode universal 
system of characters.

• Characters are simply integers in 
disguise!



ASCII vs Unicode

• ASCII (American Standard Code for 
Information Interchange) is a 
system of symbols used in the 
English language.

• As technology spread worldwide, 
the Unicode system developed 
from the ASCII system, spanning a 
much broader spectrum of 
language systems.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ASCII
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unicode


‘A’ ‘a’ ‘0’

• The three most important 
characters you must learn and 
memorize are ‘A’, ‘a’, and
‘0’(zero).

• Each one has an integer value 
associated with it that is a part of 
the ASCII system.



‘A’ ‘a’ ‘0’

• Here they are.  Memorize them!

• ‘A’ = 65

• ‘a’ = 97

• ‘0’ = 48

• Once you know these, you can easily 
figure out any other letter or digit.

• For example, ‘B’ would be 66, ‘b’ = 98, 
and ‘1’ = 49, and so on.



charmap

• Each computer 
has an application 
that shows the 
ASCII/Unicode 
system.

• Type charmap at 
the Run prompt of 
your computer, 
and you will get 
this window:



charmap

• As you hover 
over a letter with 
the mouse, the 
hexadecimal 
value of that 
character will 
appear.



charmap

• The “hex” value 
of the capital 
letter ‘A’ is 0041, 
which converts 
to 65 in base 10.



charmap

• Another fact you 
need to learn is that 
the difference 
between ‘A’ and ‘a’ is 
32.

• This is true for every 
letter of the 
alphabet, and is no 
accident!  

• It was designed that 
way for a reason.



Why a difference of 32?

• In the significant binary 
representation of the character ‘A’, 
1000001 (the value 64+1, or 65), the sixth bit 
(from the right) is a zero.  

• For the character ‘a’, 1100001 (the value 

64+32+1, or 97), the sixth bit is a one.

• The value of the sixth position is 32, 
causing the difference.



Why a difference of 32?

• Internally, it is very easy to uppercase or 
lowercase a letter…just “flick the 6 bit”, 
that is, change it from 1 to zero, or zero to 
1.

• Bit String Flicking is whole field of study 
in itself, and will be covered in a later 
lesson.

• In a later lesson we’ll also discuss in more 
detail the binary number system and how 
it works.



MIXING DATA TYPES
• Now its time 

for another 
brief case 
study on 
mixing, or 
combining 
different data 
types.

• Check out this 
program, and 
its output.



MIXING DATA TYPES:  int + ?
• The integer 

variable num1
has been added 
to four  
different 
variables:  an 
integer (num2), 
a double 
(dub1), a char 
(char1), and a 
String (str1).



MIXING DATA TYPES:  int + ?

• Notice the 
results!

• The first one 
is easy to 
see…46 is 
indeed the 
sum of 3 and 
43.



MIXING DATA TYPES:  int + ?
• The second one 

mixes an int
with a double, 
and the result is 
a double.

• It is always the 
case that the 
“mixture” of an 
int and a double
results in a 
double value.



MIXING DATA TYPES:  int + ?
• The third output 

mixes an int with 
a char, and the 
result is an int!

• Since the int
value of ‘A’ is 65, 3 
+ 65 is indeed 68.

• It is always the 
case that the 
“mixture” of an 
int and a char
results in an int
value.



MIXING DATA TYPES:  int + ?
• The fourth output 

mixes an int with a 
String, and the 
result is a String.

• As we discussed 
earlier, when a 
String is involved 
with the ‘+’
operator with any 
data type, 
concatenation
occurs, and the 
result is always a 
String.



MIXING DATA TYPES:  double + ?

• Here are the 
results when 
using a double.

• The first three 
results are 
doubles, and 
the last is 
another 
String.



MIXING DATA TYPES:  char + ?

• Here are the 
results when 
using a char.

• Results:

• int

• double

• int

• String



MIXING DATA TYPES:  char + ?

• Generally 
speaking, 
when a char is 
added, it 
behaves like 
an int

• Exception:  
concatenation 
with a String



MIXING DATA TYPES:  String + ?

• Predictably, 
every result in 
this example is 
a String since a 
String is 
involved in 
each 
expression.



Java expressions always follow the 
PMMDAS order of operations: 

• Parentheses first (There is NO exponent 
operator in Java, but there is a power function called 
Math.pow – see Lesson 2C) 

• Multiplication, modulus (%) , and 
division in order from left to right 

• Addition and subtraction, left to right 

Division and modulus will be covered in a 
later lesson

Java Order of Operations



Java Order of Operations
Below are two output statements demonstrating order of operations.  Do the math 
in your head and you will see that it does indeed follow order of operations.

Also notice that you can involve a String in the mix, but only in certain situations.



Java Order of Operations
When the third output line is uncommented and compiled,  an error message is 
thrown by the compiler.  Can you figure out why?



Java Order of Operations
Here is what happened…
• The multiplication, division, and addition operations all occurred legally, but the 

subtraction encountered an illegal situation…String - double
• Unlike addition, which is overloaded to handle Strings, the subtraction operator 

is not, and when the String result from the addition operation attempted to 
subtract the double result of the multiplication and division operations, the 
compiler threw the error.



Java Order of Operations
You might be wondering why the ‘^’ is pointing to the division symbol instead of to 
the subtraction symbol.

Here’s why…the division operator was the last operation performed successfully by 
the compiler before it stopped to throw the error.



• This lesson discussed several basic 
operations involved with the main Java 
data types.

• It also explored results when different 
data types were mixed together in 
operation expressions. 

• The char data type was explored in 
more detail, introducing the ASCII and 
Unicode systems.

Lesson Summary



Lab 2B-1

WAP (write a program) to output the answer to the following 
calculation: 3+7*6.  The three values are first to be initialized 
as constants, NUM1, NUM2, and NUM3.  The value 45 should 
be the result of the expression assigned to a variable called 
answer .  NO LITERAL VALUES SHOULD ACTUALLY BE 
SEEN IN THE OUTPUT STATEMENT.  Indent output 20 
spaces.   Required output is shown below.

****.****.****.****.*

3 + 7 * 6 = 45



Lab 2B-2
WAP (write a program) to do the following:
• Assign each of the letters of your first name (not mine!!!) to a char 

variable.  Use let1, let2, let3, etc. as the variable names of the 
characters.  

• Output the contents of each variable, all on one line, with 2 spaces in 
between each letter.  

• Below each letter, output the ASCII value of that letter.  
• Hint:  System.out.println ((int)let1 + (int)let2);

• Then add up all the ASCII values of the letters and store the result in 
an int variable, and then output that sum.

• Indent all lines 7 spaces. Required output is shown below, using your 
name, of course.

****.***

J  O  H  N

74 79 72 78

303



Lab 2B-3

• WAP to output to 3 decimal places the answer to the following calculation:  
(9.2 - 8.45) + 0.29 * 27.  

• Each value should be defined as a constant.  
• The final result must be a calculation using the four constants, the final 

answer assigned to a variable.  
• No literal values should appear in the output statement.  
• Indent 15 spaces (with the open parenthesis in column 16), and separate all 

operands and operators with exactly one space.  

****.****.****.*

(9.200 - 8.450) + 0.290 * 27.000 = 8.580



• You now have a greater understanding of 
the operations used in JAVA, the char 
primitive data type, and the various 
results when mixing different data types, 
and how JAVA performs the order of 
operations

• Lesson 2C will go further with operations, 
show some operator shortcuts, introduce 
the casting technique, and introduce a few 
of the more commonly used Math class 
methods.

CONGRATULATIONS!



Thank you, and have fun!

To order supplementary materials for this lesson, such as 
lab solutions, quizzes, tests, or UIL-style contest reviews, fill 

out the order form on the next page and send to
John B. Owen

captainjbo@gmail.com

mailto:captainjbo@gmail.com?subject=Order form for Owen Lessons Supplementary Materials



